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ice-church—does not exist at all. The only God is a
Deus caritatis.
And might we not go still further ? Is there not
in Brand, too, that element of fatalism which was never
far absent from Ibsen's interpretation of the world—
we saw it in The Pretenders—that shifting of personal
responsibility from the individual to the world-
consciousness ? Does this fatalism not lurk in the
background here, too ? Brand h a tragedy of loveless-
ness ; but a lovelessness that is conditioned by
hereditary forces, by psychological causes lying beyond
the control of the individual will. Brand had known
no love in childhood, no love to be paid back in kind to
his own mother; and even where his wife Agnes is
concerned, his love is but a hollow phrase, a sub-
ordinate interest in his life, without holy warmth or
conviction. Here, too, as in so many of Ibsen's
tragedies., the sins of the fathers are visited upon the
children.
But whether we accept or not such an interpretation
of the main thesis of Brand, I must not leave the
tragedy on a negative note. There is poetry in Brand,
great poetry, the poetry of fell and dale, of mist and
snow, the poetry of Norway's sternest natural beauty ;
not the Romantic sunny Norway which Bjornson
loved to paint; but a grim reminder that ice and
snow, and darkness, contribute more to the moulding
of the nation's character than warmth and the sun.
The poem is, above all, inspired by a buoyant and
uplifting enthusiasm for the majesty of the human will
fighting against adversity, the will which moves
mountains. Brand is the legitimate successor and
fulfilment in Norway's literature of that great spiritual
poem Creation, Man and the Messiah by Wergeland,
and of Norway's Dawn by Welhaven.
Peer Gynt, the poem that succeeded Brand, was
written extraordinarily rapidly, between January and
October of the year 1867; for the most part, on that
idyllic isle of poets, Ischia, and at Sorrento. It

